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Details of Visit:

Author: krich35
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 22 Feb 2012 7.30pm
Duration of Visit: 40 mins
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Ct Escorts
Website: http://www.ct-escorts.co.uk
Phone: 07732438311

The Premises:

Terraced property which was really dirty, no curtains, post in a pile on the floor, alsation dog locked
out but barking all the time, bedroom was a disgrace, carpet and furnishings really filthy

The Lady:

Brunette, average build, CT website stated 43 but would suggest 53 nearer to the truth.

The Story:

First time I had used this agency, realised I had made a big mistake after walking in. Was asked for
the money immediately, went upstairs to the very dirty bedroom. Got undressed, Tara gave me 2
minutes of OWO then missionary. Not offered to cum again, she then said after 20 minutes, lets go
downstairs for a cup of tea. To be honest I was happy to leave after approx. 30 minutes although I
had paid for an hour. Would not even think of using this agency again if this is the calibre of staff.
There are numerous positive reports about this lady on their website but I don't know how these
could be true.

Service Provider's Rebuttal

The agency writes:

I feel that the comments made were unfair. Tara sent a text to the agency confirming arrival at
7.33pm and departing at 8.20pm so if it was as bad as he claimed then he wouldn't have stayed
nearly 50 minutes.

The reports on our website are accurate, we've been in business for 13 years and fake reports and
reviews are not our style.

At no point did this client contact the agency after the appointment and relay his concerns, had he
done so and if it had been found to be accurate I would have done something about it and offered
him an alternative appointment on the house, but as no such call was made, so such recompense
could be offered.
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I am also very concerned to note that all 3 field reports from the contributor are all negative, he just
doesn't seem to be able to find a good appointment anywhere as the other reviews concern another
local agency. Maybe it's just a case that he doesn't like commenting on excellent girls and just likes
to slag off ones he doesn't click with.

A quick glance of the text message received from Tara at 8.20 said "It was his first time with CT and
he was lovely and says he's gonna be a regular and he said he's going to leave me feedback"

Does that sound like the actions of someone who had a bad appointment.

Make your own mind up and please read his other 2 reports, both of which are negative and cutting.

John
Proprietor
CT Escorts
Newcastle
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